IO:

McClarnon, Daniel P.
Wednesday, August 10, 2016 1 1:10 AM
Parsons, Timothy A.

Subject:

GME

From:
Sent:

Tim, I need to vent a little.

http://www.treasu renet.com/forums/sh ipwrecks/511834-bronze-ca

n

no ns-ma rble-mon u me nt-found-globa l-ma rine-

near-ca pe-canaveral.html
This is a July 20L6 newsletter, but not on their website?

French but not that French? lt is NRHP eligible from the first evidence of colonial lD, and it is being blasted by blowers
just to find the shiny stuff. lnstead of 50k every year for a fossil dig, we could be investing in a truly unique site on state
lands. They mention BHP but we don't permit 1A-31 (yet). This is not archaeological work so if this comes to BHP, and
we actually follow the current 1A-31, we would have to deny them further permission to destroy this site. l'm a little
shocked we've allowed them to get this far, since any decent CRM firm could have identified this wreck without blowing
it apart.
And we're also opening up Rule 14-31 again? I actively wrote and organized the last rule revision-it did not go well and
took almost a year. I still don't see any evidence of anyone following the current revision of the rule, so l'm not sure how
changing it again will help, The only aspect that actually changed is that they're not sending us fees now.
Ugh, l've been reduced to ra
Thanks for listening,
Dan
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anyone has any use of it.

Lori Yeaqo
From:

Glowacki, Mary

Sent:
To:

Thursday, August 18,2016 1:34 PM
Collins, Jeffrey S SAJ
GME ACOE permit

Subject:

HiJeff,
We never received a copy from GME of its ACOE permit for work off of Cape Canaveral. The last version I have on
record expired in 2014 (SAJ-2014-01502, Global Marine). Would you mind teribly sending us a copy? Thanks for your
time. Mary
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